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Heads-up limit hold’em poker is solved
Michael Bowling,1* Neil Burch,1 Michael Johanson,1 Oskari Tammelin2

Poker is a family of games that exhibit imperfect information, where players do not
have full knowledge of past events. Whereas many perfect-information games have
been solved (e.g., Connect Four and checkers), no nontrivial imperfect-information game
played competitively by humans has previously been solved. Here, we announce that
heads-up limit Texas hold’em is now essentially weakly solved. Furthermore, this
computation formally proves the common wisdom that the dealer in the game holds
a substantial advantage. This result was enabled by a new algorithm, CFR+, which
is capable of solving extensive-form games orders of magnitude larger than
previously possible.

G
ames have been intertwined with the ear-
liest developments in computation, game
theory, and artificial intelligence (AI). At
the very conception of computing, Babbage
had detailed plans for an “automaton”

capable of playing tic-tac-toe and dreamed of his
Analytical Engine playing chess (1). Both Turing
(2) and Shannon (3)—on paper and in hardware,
respectively—developed programs to play chess
as a means of validating early ideas in compu-
tation and AI. For more than a half century,
games have continued to act as testbeds for new
ideas, and the resulting successes have marked
important milestones in the progress of AI. Ex-
amples include the checkers-playing computer
program Chinook becoming the first to win a
world championship title against humans (4), Deep
Blue defeating Kasparov in chess (5), andWatson
defeating Jennings and Rutter on Jeopardy! (6).
However, defeating top human players is not the
same as “solving” a game—that is, computing a
game-theoretically optimal solution that is in-
capable of losing against any opponent in a fair
game. Notable milestones in the advancement of
AI have also involved solving games, for example,
Connect Four (7) and checkers (8).
Every nontrivial game (9) played competitively

by humans that has been solved to date is a
perfect-information game. In perfect-information
games, all players are informed of everything
that has occurred in the game before making a
decision. Chess, checkers, and backgammon
are examples of perfect-information games. In
imperfect-information games, players do not al-
ways have full knowledge of past events (e.g.,
cards dealt to other players in bridge and poker,
or a seller’s knowledge of the value of an item in
an auction). These games are more challenging,
with theory, computational algorithms, and in-
stances of solved games lagging behind results in
the perfect-information setting (10). And although

perfect information may be a common property
of parlor games, it is far less common in real-
world decision-making settings. In a conversa-
tion recounted by Bronowski, von Neumann, the
founder of modern game theory, made the same
observation: “Real life is not like that. Real life
consists of bluffing, of little tactics of deception,
of asking yourself what is the other man going to
think I mean to do. And that is what games are
about in my theory” (11).
Von Neumann’s statement hints at the quin-

tessential game of imperfect information: the
game of poker. Poker involves each player being
dealt private cards, with players taking struc-
tured turns making bets on having the strongest
hand (possibly bluffing), calling opponents’ bets,
or folding to give up the hand. Poker played an
important role in early developments in the field
of game theory. Borel’s (12) and von Neumann’s

(13, 14) foundational works were motivated by
developing a mathematical rationale for bluffing
in poker, and small synthetic poker games (15) were
commonplace inmany early papers (12, 14, 16, 17).
Poker is also arguably the most popular card
game in the world, with more than 150 million
players worldwide (18).
The most popular variant of poker today is

Texas hold’em. When it is played with just two
players (heads-up) and with fixed bet sizes and a
fixed number of raises (limit), it is called heads-
up limit hold’em or HULHE (19). HULHE was
popularizedby a series of high-stakes games chron-
icled in the book The Professor, the Banker, and the
Suicide King (20). It is also the smallest variant of
poker played competitively by humans. HULHE
has 3.16 × 1017 possible states the game can reach,
making it larger than Connect Four and smaller
than checkers. However, because HULHE is an
imperfect-information game,many of these states
cannot be distinguished by the acting player,
as they involve information about unseen past
events (i.e., private cards dealt to the oppo-
nent). As a result, the game has 3.19 × 1014

decision points where a player is required to
make a decision.
Although smaller than checkers, the imperfect-

information nature of HULHE makes it a far
more challenging game for computers to play
or solve. It was 17 years after Chinook won its
first game against world champion Tinsley in
checkers that the computer program Polaris
won the first meaningful match against profes-
sional poker players (21).Whereas Schaeffer et al.
solved checkers in 2007 (8), heads-up limit Texas
hold’empoker had remained unsolved. This slow
progress is not for lack of effort. Poker has been
a challenge problem for artificial intelligence,
operations research, and psychology, with work
going back more than 40 years (22); 17 years ago,
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Fig. 1. Portion of the
extensive-form game
representation of three-
card Kuhn poker (16).
Player 1 is dealt a queen
(Q), and the opponent is
given either the jack (J) or
king (K). Game states are
circles labeled by the
player acting at each state
(“c” refers to chance,
which randomly chooses
the initial deal). The
arrows show the events
the acting player can
choose from, labeled with
their in-game meaning.
The leaves are square
vertices labeled with the
associated utility for
player 1 (player 2’s utility
is the negation of player
1’s).The states connected by thick gray lines are part of the same information set; that is, player 1 cannot
distinguish between the states in each pair because they each represent a different unobserved card
being dealt to the opponent. Player 2’s states are also in information sets, containing other states not
pictured in this diagram.
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http://poker.srv.ualberta.ca
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